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HIGH QUALITY SURFACING SOLUTIONS




Edwards Surfacing is built on a solid foundation of over 40 years in the surfacing industry.
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Edwards Surfacing is built on a solid foundation of over 40 years in the surfacing industry.
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WELCOME




Built on a foundation of over 40 years experience in the surfacing industry, Edwards Surfacing has redefined the stereotype surrounding the surfacing and construction industries as a friendly and approachable organisation delivering high-quality products, excellent workmanship and a good prompt service always at competitive rates.

The business was founded by Ken Edwards, Member of the Institute of Asphalt Technology (MIAT) and is a proud family run outfit based in North Bucks. We provide a range of services including the asphalt or macadam tarmac surfacing of roads, driveways, car parks, and footpaths as well as preparation groundworks, lining, and surface dressing. We work for a variety of private domestic and commercial clients, local authorities and main contractors both locally and across London, the South East, and the Midlands.
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COMMERCIAL SERVICES











CAR PARKS
Commercial
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ROADS
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RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
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Residential
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Residential
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PAVING
Residential
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GET IN TOUCH




Speak to our knowledgeable Sales Team today on 01296 714445 or simply drop us an email.




CALL US
EMAIL US


















EDWARDS SURFACING ON INSTAGRAM
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            A really nice show of the process on a private dri
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LATEST NEWS







Our new website has finally landed!
News Every few years, it’s good to have a freshen up online and we decided that this year was the right time for a new website to aid our online approach.Read more


March 18, 2019/
0 Comments


				
						https://edwardssurfacing.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/new-website-preview.jpg
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						Steve Goodger
						
							https://www.edwardssurfacing.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/es-logo-colour.svg
						
				Steve Goodger2019-03-18 09:00:302020-07-27 11:46:14Our new website has finally landed!



			



		




			



		





NEWS + EVENTS














HAPPY CUSTOMERS






			



		


			



		


			



		



LEAVE A REVIEW




Google Reviews
        
Edwards Surfacing
4.6
Based on 21 reviews

review us on



Philip Morris14:41 26 May 22
Relaid/Restored our driveway, an excellent job carried out by a great team, on time and worked very efficiently....  Neighbour’s have commented about how good it looks. Quick and easy contact to arrange a survey, a very competitive quote arrived quickly and it was easy to arrange a date for the work. Recommended 👍😊Philip, Buckinghamshireread more



Ian Kennedy06:08 28 Oct 21
Dreadful company, called them to ask to move there machines as blocking residents parking and the road, came home to...  find still there blocking the road, didn't even bother moving to a safe location, emergency services would not have got through. Do not care so don't useread more



Trevor19:37 04 Jul 21
Our shared drive had the old surface completely removed and a new tarmac surface laid. The guys Mark, Bert, Martin and...  the other guys who worked over the 4 days were professional and pleasant and gave a good service. We're all really pleased with the new surface and have no problem recommending Edwards to others.read more



Nigel Lindsell11:22 17 May 21
Very professional, good service, quality workmanship. Thank you



Rod James01:52 15 Apr 21
Brilliant result beautiful driveway perfect



Richard Burnell19:49 08 Mar 21
They were recommended to me by a local builder ,and I'm very happy I took his advise ,  professional throughout ,  we...  had decided on a Tarmac drive and  so pleased with the finish , brilliant will recommend to my friends and family.read more



Henry Hilsdon12:23 08 Mar 21
Received a comprehensive service from advise in the design, quotes with optional extras, good communication before the...  day, timely work carried out to very high standard and great aftercare support. Our driveway was a 3 day job, with drainage and granite sets. All looks great.read more



pbn cal10:58 08 Mar 21
Cannot fault Mark and the team. Our car park has never looked so professional! Would recommend Edwards every time.



David Halling14:49 16 Oct 20
I was fortunate enough to contact Edwards Surfacing for a quotation for a new driveway after having been let down by...  another contractor. Their quotation was competitive and I instructed them to carry out the work. What a good decision that was!. They turned up on time, worked efficiently from the outset and completed the work to my complete satisfaction. My wife is delighted!. Always a good state of affairs!. I cannot recommend them highly enough. Many thanks to Bert, Steve and the lads.read more



Ryan Johnstone13:29 20 Sep 20
I’m really disappointed with someone in one of your vans who screamed in my face as they drove past me on a busy road...  (coming in to Olney from the Newport Pagnell direction on the A509). Both my partner and I jumped as the individual shouted completely out of the blue from behind us. This is disgusting behaviour, especially when using a company van which can be traced back to yourselves.read more



ian collier14:25 28 Jul 20
This is the 2nd time I've used Edwards Surfacing and both times they made an excellent job, on time and very...  competitive rates.I would highly recommend them big or small job you'll find they will do an excellent job.Ian Collierread more



Carly O'Brien17:21 12 Feb 20
Really pleased with the final result. The team were excellent and worked hard with us on the driveway design to make...  sure it delivered what we wanted.read more



Peter Owen16:05 28 Sep 18
We are delighted with our new driveway. From initial contact through to completion, a first class service.Every member...  of your team were polite and professional. I would have no hesitation in recommending your company.read more



Richard Lousada14:35 28 Feb 18
Great Company to deal with and did a superb job on our drive for an extremely competitive price. Thank you.



Oldham Bros12:28 19 Dec 17
Excellent service, easy to work with. Highly recommend.



Lee Payne09:57 27 Jul 17
Edwards Surfacing were friendly and gave a professional service. Their quote was very competitive  and they were able...  to fit in with our schedule. They have resurfaced the playground at Comet Nursery School to a very high stranded. I wish to thank the whole team for great job.We would thoroughly recommend Edwards Surfacing and would not hesitate to use them again!read more



Casey C15:12 27 Jun 17
Easy to work with, have done road surfacing and line painting jobs for us efficiently, politely and very quickly!...  Pricing is very competitive aswel.read more



Andrew Ballard20:31 19 May 16
From the moment we first contacted Edwards Surfacing we received a friendly and professional service. Their...  recommendations and ideas for our driveway were excellent and their quote was very competitive. They accommodated our scheduling request and the site team were friendly, considerate, professional and fast! Our sincere thanks to the team.We would thoroughly recommend Edwards Surfacing and would not hesitate to use them again!read more
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						CONTACT
			Call. 01296 714445
Fax. 01296 714446
Email us



		
FIND US
			1 Millfield

Greenway Business Park

Winslow Road

Great Horwood

Buckinghamshire

MK17 0NP



		
WE’RE OPEN
			Mon to Fri

8am to 5pm

Sat to Sun

Closed



		
USEFUL PAGES
			Aftercare + Maintenance

Contact
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Privacy
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